
WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH WATER 
 
Scottish Water Capital Programme 
 
Background
 
The capital investment programme is Scottish Water’s largest single element of 
expenditure, with a forecast expenditure within the current 4 year Quality & 
Standards 3A (Q&S3A) regulatory period (2006-2010) of around £2.4bn. That 
investment provides the basis for a sustainable water industry in Scotland that both 
meets and supports the public health, environmental, and customer service 
expectations of customers, regulators and Scottish Government (Ministerial 
Objectives). 
 
Investment Levels
 
The level of investment which is forecast over the period shows a range from over 
£400m (2006/07) to around £670m (2008/09).  The current forecast is set out below 
for information. 
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Scottish Water is half way through Year 3 of the Q&S3A programme, and has to date 
invested around £1.4bn, and by the end of 2008/09 will have invested just over 
£1.7bn. It is apparent that the level of investment has increased significantly from 
Year 1 to Years 2 and 3 of the programme. This also shows that the level of 
investment delivered by Scottish Water is being sustained in Year 3 and Year 4 of 
the regulatory period ie there is no overall downturn in investment. 
 
Where there is a risk of a downturn in investment is in Year 1 of the next regulatory 
period ie 2010-2014. That would, in the normal industry approach, arise as in Year 1 
projects are developed, and designed meaning that significant construction work is 
limited. That creates a ‘boom and bust’ type market for civil engineering contractors, 
kit and material suppliers etc, which is reflected in the graph above with an 
investment range of £250m between the peak of £670m (Year 3) and the trough of 
£413m (Year 1).  



Break the Cycle
 
To address that, Scottish Water, with the support of the Scottish Government and 
regulators, has embarked on an innovative ‘Break the Cycle’ approach. The 
experiences of Q&S2 and the challenge of Q&S3A, reinforce the difficulties of 
attempting to promote, scope, design, programme and then deliver projects within a 
single 4 year regulatory period. We believe that the ‘Break the Cycle’ approach being 
adopted for Q&S3B, and future investment programmes, will allow for a more 
efficient delivery of the investment programme. We will achieve that by having 
substantially completed the promotion and scoping of the programme and with a 
substantial value of work being taken through optioneering, and initial design prior to 
the commencement of the period. This will allow final design to be readily completed 
by Scottish Water’s delivery partners for Q&S3B, to allow construction to commence 
from the start of the regulatory period. That will mean a more stable profile of 
investment across the 4 Year period, and more stable workload and order book for 
suppliers at all levels. This will reduce the ‘boom and bust’ cycle which applies across 
all aspects of the programme, from internal design resources to commodity suppliers, 
in which we currently operate. 
 
Delivery Challenges
 
The challenge for Scottish Water is to deliver on its commitments to customers, the 
environment and the Ministerial Objectives that have been set, within the allowed 
funding. We also need to do that efficiently, which relies on proper planning to ensure 
projects progress with the right scope, deliver on time, and costs are held to or below 
forecast budget.  
 
A key measure of progress for the capital programme is the value of projects which 
have reached Capex 3. That is where the option for the project has been agreed, the 
work is scoped and largely designed, third party issues (eg land, planning) are largely 
addressed, and the project can be passed to a contractor or delivery partner for final 
design and construction. Currently over 80% of the programme is past that gateway.  
It follows that the opportunity for reprofiling or refocusing investment is becoming 
increasingly limited.  
 
Scottish Water is limited in its opportunity to take on additional investment as we are 
constrained by the available funding. No new commitment could be accommodated 
unless further funding was provided to Scottish Water. 
 
Recognition is also needed of the operational risks that could arise from further 
increases in the level of activity on live sites, whether providing water or waste water 
services. Current levels of workload, in terms of investment, are at the highest levels 
across the asset base. Further workload could bring with it the risk of disrupting 
customer service, drinking water quality, waste water and environmental compliance.  
 
Opportunities
 
Opportunities for additional investment could be achieved from: 

• Deferral of significant projects where current investment is on studies, 
scoping, optioneering rather than construction works eg Strategic UIDs, but 
this would depress workload at the start of the next regulatory period. 

• Provision of further funding to allow progress on schemes currently subject to 
deferral, to deliver a greater level of water and waste water maintenance 
upgrades, improved waste water compliance, and improved customer service 
eg interruptions to supply. 



• Progressing ‘growth’ enhancements which are currently on-hold/deferred as 
they no longer meet the agreed criteria which permit additional capacity being 
provided. This would carry the risk of creating assets and asset capacity that 
would not be utilised. 

 
Other Factors – Public Perceptions
 
Although the total programme is the largest of its type within the UK, it has not 
enjoyed a high public profile in line with its levels of spend; this has been primarily 
due to the focus of Scottish Water in managing the successful implementation and 
delivery of the programme itself, and perhaps due to the nature of individual projects 
involved which struggle to attract media attention. 
 
However, Scottish Water has recently enjoyed more success in this regard by 
‘clustering’ projects together in terms of positioning to bring attention to the levels of 
investment across regional or community areas across several projects, together with 
the benefits the new schemes will collectively deliver.  This in itself has been 
beneficial for Scottish Water in terms of community relations and arguably for the 
communities themselves in terms of their confidence and morale.  There is scope to 
promote the programme further and to link it on a regional/local basis to other 
investment schemes that may be occurring again with the goal of boosting 
community confidence. 
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